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r: • :• 'ABSTRACT

A calculation of the electrical conductivity for Hubbard mate-
a

rials is presented which is valid when V/t » 1 (U being the Coulomb

repulsion and t the nearest neighbor hopping energy) for arbitrary elec-

tron concentration and temperature. The derivation employ the single

particle*real and imaginary times Green's functions instead of the usual

two-particle real time Green's, function. The result is compared with the

• experimental data available for some organic charge transfer salts.

. RESUMO

Apresentaraos urn calculo da condutividade eletrica para "mate-

rials de Hubbard" valido quando U/t » 1 (U sendo a repulsao Coulorabiana,

Ojt a energia de transferencia para vizinhos proximos) para quaisquer con-

centracao eletronica e temperatura. A deducao emprega as funcoes de

Green com tempos real e imaginario, em vez do metodo usual que emprega

a funcad -de Green de duas particulas. 0 resultado e* comparado com dados

experimentais disponiveis para alguns sals organlcos com transferencia

de carga. . . ^
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are some materials characterized by "narrow energy bands"

"where strong electron correlation plays the major role. The importance

of these "correlations in narrow energy bands was dramatically illus-

j ;
trated by Adler in his analysis of the electronic structure of transi-

tljon metal oxides*. For example, HnO is predicted to be metallic accord-

ing to band theory and it is experimentally an insulator.

A 'model' for electronic correlations has been developed by Hub-

2 :

bard. There, an electron in a~narrow energy band is supposed to hop

. from site to site in the lattice with a hopping frequency of the order

"of the .bandwidth. When it hap'pens to come onto-an atomic site already

•.occupied by an electron of opposite spin it experiences a strong repul-

'sion force. U being the intra-atomic Coulomb energy, a narrow band is

then -defined as one in which U is large compared with the bandwidth.

Hubbard showed using Green's'functions techniques that the excitation

"spectra of the correlated electron system (in the non-magnetic case)

corresponds to the splitting of each of the original bands into two sub-

j

bands. It Is important to emphasize here that these new bands are in
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•f«ct aany particle excitation spectra of a nature different from the

'original bands which as is veil known are a consequence of the solution
* • •

of an electron Schrodingef equation in a periodic lattice. We will turn

t o this point again. " " ~ * .' " .'

*" "'""The Hubbard Hamiltonian has been a subject of Intense research.

Very Interesting results exist' for the model in one dimension. The ex-

citation spectra has been studied by several authors ' ' ' and the re-

'suits applied to the study of the magnetic susceptibility, spin waves,

etc. in organic metals like TTF-TCNQ to mention an example. '

-'~~ Using a "one'electron picture," where the one electron states are

taken to b.e occupation number dependent in a'simpler manner Yoffa and

-10,11 ' • *
. Adler derived the Fermi energy, specific heat and thermal conduc-

tivity of the so-called Hott insulators. ' Also,* the electronic conduc-

tivity and thermopower has been studied within this one electron pic-

ture.12,13,14 .

}<a- - - - More general results for the electric conductivity and interband

transitions has been obtained by Kubo using a decoupling scheme for

the two particle, real tiine,'temperature' dependent Green's functions.

— r



• . The use of perturbation methods using imaginary time Green's' func-

tlons and the associated Feynman graphs are difficult to apply to the

Hubbard Hamiltonian with* strong lntrasite repulsion due to the lack of a

suitable perturbation parameter. When the concentration is small, how-

ever,' we can use something like the ladder approximation of the imper-

fect Fermi gas. Lyo studied' the transport properties in this case and

found for the conductivity results which are identical to the one ob-

tained by Kubo.

In the present paper we use the single particle real and imagin-

ary time, temperature dependent Green's functions formalism to calculate

' ~' ' " • ' "2

the electrical conductivity up to order t (t, being the nearest-neigh-

bor hopping energy-supposed sa-.ll relative to U) at arbitrary concentra-

tion and temperature.

As a first step in the calculation we derive in sections 2.and 3

with'the aid of the Green's functions formalism the Fermi energy and

the internal energy in the atomic limit of the Hubbard model. We

also discuss briefly the question of the band splitting which has been

a source of some misconception.
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In section 4 .the results obtained are inserted in the Kubo for-

nula and ±n this vay .the conductivity is .easily .obtained... Finally, in

section 5 we show that, the .formula, we get predicts under the relaxation

^loe approximation (with a single temperature dependence for Tg) the

conductivity of JWP-TCNQ, but is at variance with the data for TTF-TCNQ.



REAL TIME GREEN'S FUNCTION AND THE CHEMICAL POTENTIAL

Ve consider in the following a system of Ne Interacting electrons

described by the Hubbard Hamiltonian

n. - c.c.^ is the occupation number of site 1 (1 • 1,2,...N) and c.
10 10 10 _ iO

and c. are- respectively the creation and annihilation operators of an

electron .with a spin at the ith atomic site, t.. is the transfer matrix

element between the ith and jth site. U is the repulsive potential

I

which acts only when two electrons with opposite spin are at the same

site.- • The band energy is related to t.. through
ij

(2)

In the atomic 'limit, where t
,. the Fourier transform of the

causal, retarded and advanced, real time, temperature dependent Green's

• * ' ' '

functions (see appendix for the definitions) which give the spectra

of pseudo-particles of the system can be obtained exactly using the

equation of motion method described by Zubarev. ' We obtain for

the analytic continuation of both the'advanced and the



retarded Green*as function in the complex energy plane, the equation

r
r ia . lg
l E + u T +E + u - T E + v - T - Uo o

1 (3)

V is the chemical potential vhlch fixes' the number of particles

and is the thermal average of the expectation of n. over a grand

canonical ensemble at temperature T. In what follows we assume <n. > •

n * -zn, where n is the number of electrons per atom. This restricts

our-discussion to nonmagnetic states. The mean number of electrons per

atom can be obtained through^the expression:

lim
n-MM- - r-»3

In £q. ;4) as usual 3 '- 1/kT. From this equation we immediately

-Infer that the pseudoparticles density of states per atom is given by

2i
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- - (2-n) 6<E-T ) + n« (E - T - U) (5)o o

The Fermi energy e_(n,T) 3 u can be immediately calculated from Eq. (6)

by solving the equation.

.. - ,„ . | dEp(E) ~ ^ _

We find:

u - To - KTUn I*"*
 + ^ ^ ; "<"-2> e g 3 (7)

With some algebraic manipulations Eq. (7) can be put in the

alternative form

U + KT£n

• - 10
-which is the result obtained by Yoffa and Adler.



3. THE INTERNAL ENERGY

In order to obtain the i n t e r n a l energy we need to know the

Fourier transform, of the imaginary time Green's function. This can be
* * •

18
obtained as follows. We first transform J1,, (E) from the Wannier to

the Bloch basis introducing r(k,E) through

r^oo - HZ1 |

Then*

Next introducing the operator function p(k,<o) defined through

&M) - 2r<t, <D - in)

.we obtain G(k,o,), where u. •• (21 +• 1)*& i s the fermion frequency throughx x

"the equation

r do>* p(k,b)V
•2ir io) f ~u *

JL
H 'iw.-Hi - T " iu.+ji - T - U'

X O X O
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The -energy per atom is then

| - | lim I I e * i(iu + e '+ u)tr

03)

'Eq. (13) can be put in a compact form using the value of u given by

Eq. (8).

- vhich agrees with the value obtained in Ref. 9, usi^g an appropriate

- grand partition function for N independent atomic sites.

For the calculation of the conductivity we shall need the value

of the thermal average <1>ji.n:ix
>* Jt is obvious from "the form of the Hub-

.bard Bamiltonian that this number is given by N * u ~ <V>, where <V> is

the thermal average of the interaction energy. We then have

&<v> - H 2s 'I ?

f

I f
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In Ref. 9 the above results have been obtained through the Intro-

duction of a grand partition function Z for N Independent sites which

can be completely unoccupied (E • 0 nondegenerate)t singly occupied

(E - T , twofold de, ..crate) or doubly occupied (E • 2T + U, nondegen-

erate).

* •

Using the single electron picture it seems that the states of the

upper band appear as consequence of sites which are doubly occupied.

Then it seems natural to answer the question - how many electrons per

atom are there In the upper hand at a given temperature? - simply by say-

ing that these are t.he number of doubly occupied sites. This number

n (T) is according to the single electron pic'ture

According to the Green's function formalism the same question is ans-

vered through Eq. (6) and we get

I
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n
- P)

(17)

As this result doesn't agree with Eq. (16) [althc-gh we remind that both

nethods give the same results for the Fermi and Internal •• energies]

we must find an explanation for the situation.

What happens is that the Green's functions formalism (as opposed

to the single particle picture under which the grand partition function

of Ref.1.0 was constructed) implies that the upper band exists once and

for all when the interaction between electrons is switched on. So there

M s a nonzero probability for an electron, which is in a single occupied

site to be excited in the upper band (when T f 0). This is why we got

different results from the two methods. We may infer from the above

discussion that what point of view is the correct one can be answered

from a calculation of the conductivity, since at first sight this quan-

tity seems to depend on the relative population of the bands. As we

2snail see in section 4 the calculation of the conductivity (to order t )

s

reduces to the knowledge of the thermal average of doubly occupied sites

and for this reason both methods give the same answer again*.
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To end this section we would like to emphasize.that the subbands are

• • * * **
"•any particle pseudo-particle excitation spectra" which arise due to

the electron correlation" and are there as a whole once and for ever.

Obviously the shapes of the subbands depend on, the particular material,

being determined by U, t and n.

J>
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4. CALCULATION OF THE CONDUCTIVITY ....

We now use the results of sections 2 and 3 to calculate the con-

ductivity to order t (U/t » 1). We suppose that the t 's in Eq. (1)

axe different from zero and equal to t for nearest' neighbors only. The

I a
dissipative part of the electric conductivity'tensor is given by Kubo *

formula

I

r -e) 5 e-i«t-ntdt (18)

' where V is the volume of the system, 1 is the u component of-the cur-

rent operator and xv
 is" t he v component of the electric polarization

operator. In Wannier basis we have,

7 Ki nio (19)

d
dt

(20)

and Ju(t) • e J e"18* is the Heisenberg representation of J . Eq. (18)

. can be written in the alternative fona



C r8

Jlte1"? j <Jv(O)Jv(t+iX)>dA (21)

In what follows we assume o diagonal. In this case R. are the compo-

nents of the lattice-site position vectors parallel to the external

field.

ysing Eq. (20) we obtain

j

* & ( R ± :

iH(T + IX)

(22)

In.general the calculation of

• «

.require the knowledge of the two-particle real time, temperature depend-

ent Green's function, but if we are interested in an approximation for

2 '
the conductivity to order t ,.then the single particle imaginary time

Green's function is enough. This is due to the fact that all contribu-

tions of order greater .(and equal to) than t to the* conductivity comes

from the calculation of Eq. (23). .This.means that to obtain the contri-
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bution of order t we must calculate Eq. (23) in zero order In t.

can be done by the substitution

H * U I nitni+ (24)

Then

- eWgr. f dteiwT
(25)

where a is the.lattice spacing, g is the number of nearest neighbors

arid n is the number density (n «N/ty. The thermal average in Eq. (25)

• decouples in' our approximation in

<e
1U(T+1X) n.

<e l-o (26)

We have

n

rxn
n > (27)

Using Eq. (15)'we can obtain the explicit form of Eq.. (27). Inserting

4these results in Eq. (25) we get for the dc conductivity
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• lln o(w)

- *0 B«(u)
°

(28)

2 2 2
with £ - (T + U - u) and a - ge a nt . Using the value of V given by

Eq. (8) we can write the dc conductivity as

& > ) _
11+ /(l-n)Z-n(n-2)e

t(l-n)
2
+^l-n)

2-n(n-2)e-BU]

(29)

Ve note some interesting aspects of Eq. (29). First, for n - 1 the

equation agrees with a result first obtained by Bari and Kaplan. Also,

the equation predicts correctly zero conductivity for n - 0 and n « 2,

as it must be. It is invariant under the substitution n -»• (2-n) re-

U
fleeting the particle-hole symmetry. Finally we observe that for a

.given temperature the shape of the conductivity curve (in our approxima-

tion) depends on n and U only, t simply fixes the scale.

j
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5. APPLICATION TO THE CHARGE TRANSFER SALTS

The conductivity of KMP-TCNQ (for -which n » 1) has been measured

20
by Epstein. For temperatures in the range 50*K < T < 400*K he found

i

O(T) - 0 (30)

with o ', o and A constants. Recalling that under the relaxation time-

approximation $ (u) •*• x /it where T is temperature dependent we see that

our Eq. (29) predicts the result in Eq. (30) if we take

• *C(T) (3D

and A - U/2. a has been found to be between 3 and 4. Now, the recent

• discovery of spin waves in TTF-TCNQ has been interpreted as evidence

1 / for the presence of strong Coulomb interactions in this charge transfer

salt. Assuming conductivity in one stack only, Torrance et al. have

shown that the experimental data are compatible with the single Hubbard

- • • 6

nodel if the charge transfer is n « 0.59 .corresponding to U/t » 1.

We aay then expect Eq. (29) to be applicable to this material also.

Unfortunately in'this case [assuming a simple temperature dependence
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for T as In Eq. (31) | we have the prediction of a conductivity

which approaches infinity at low temperatures, This Is at
21variance with the experimental data which shows that the

conductivity starts to diminish below 55°K. This is also the

case for the TSeF-TCNQ. In fact TTF-TCNO. exhibit the most

unusual properties presenting phase transitions at 38°, 49°

and 5'»°K. The explanations of these properties are not known

at present time 22

J • \
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6. COKCLUSIONS

It was our aim in this paper to obtain a simple formula for the

— - • • • "

'conductivity of strong correlated systems, as a function of the electron
* — • • •

' concentration and temperature. It was expected that with the aid of the

'conductivity measurements we could distinguish between different values

of tht charge transfer in the quasi unidimensional materials like TTF-

TCNQ. This expectation has not been realized. Eq. (29) cannot distin-

. • guish very much values of n in the range 0.40 < n < 0.60. Even worse is

the fact that with the exception of MMP-TCNQ (for which n « 1), the

single Hubbard model predicts Infinity growing conductivity for TTF-TCNQ

at low temperatures which is at variance with the experimental data.

This is an interesting point sj.nce the single Hubbard model seems to pre-

. diet quite well the spin waves and the susceptibility in this material.

•As a final comment we must say that the 5 -function peak obtained in eq(29)

Is duo to the fact that no 'dissipation mechanism was included in the model

studied.
*

A finite conductivity can be obtained taking into account the

-phonon Interaction1 '* • Starting with the Hamiltonlan

v
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K

where the symbols have the usual meaning a finite conductivity can be obtained.

The structure Is the same as eq.(29) with 4 temperature dependent relaxation

time , which for n«l is of the form suggested in eq.(31). We will investigate

this problem in a future publication.

•J .
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APPENDIX

a

Precise defi nitions are g!ven for the real and Imag? nary

times Green's functions used in this paper.
«

The causal retarded and advanced Green's functions are

defined by.

r

r , a ) " t i e [ ± < t - f ) ] • < ,
jo " r .a

(A-1)

where { -, } Is the ant! commutator and < > indicates the

average over a grand canonical ensemble'at temperature T. We

define for real E the- F.ourier transforms

dte i E t << c1/T ( t ) ;la

(A - 2)

The analytic continuation of these functions into the complex

eoergy plane wi l l be denoted by Ta.°. (E) .

The"Imaginary time Green's function is defined as

- <T ( t ) (A - 3)

where T Is the time-ordering operator c. and c: are imaginary

tfme annlhilatlon-and creation operators defined by
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where

- 2 -

Iff
-K t

n . « d "W 'to •'• * *

H '-

{k -

. (A - 5)

is the grand canonical HamiItonian, v the chemical potentiai , .and

N the particle number operator. The Fourier transform of (A - 3)

Is defined by

G(t) (A - 6)

where W j t - * (2A + i ) / k p T is the fertnion frequency

i


